
Meridians, Emotions and
Balancing Affirmations

EFT TAPPING POINTS
EXPOSED!

We meet the 2nd Tuesday of Every Month

Contact Info

954.370.1552

gwenn@tapintoheaven.com

www.tapintoheaven.com

www.tapawaypain.com

www.womenthatheal.com

Your Presenter

Gwenn Bonnell, South Florida's foremost EFT (Emotional 

Freedom Techniques) practitioner since 1999, is dedicated 

to helping you learn how to use EFT Tapping and Energy 

Medicine for a healthier, happier, more abundant life. 

An annual expert presenter at the online Tapping World 

Summit, Gwenn has also been featured at the last two 

Int’l Gathering of Eden Energy Medicine conferences.

Contact Gwenn at gwenn@tapintoheaven.com if you are interested in private 

phone consultations. She offers a variety of training products online to help 

you on your journey for emotional freedom and bliss! 
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DAILY TAPPING SEQUENCE To Balance Emotional Energy
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Tap or hold each point while saying the affirmations, then take 
a deep breath.

Karate Chop Point: I choose to absorb the wisdom from my experiences 
and joyfully move forward with my life.

Eye Brow: I am hopeful, I am in harmony, I am at peace.

Side of Eye: I reach out with courage and love taking action toward 
fulfilling my life purpose.

Under Eye: I am happy and content to be me, trusting that all my needs 
are always satisfied.

Under Nose: Yes. I can. I am standing tall and overcoming any problem 
I face today.

Chin: I am clear, centered, secure and confident.

Collarbone: I am gentle with myself. I give my whole life to spirit and 
my whole spirit to life.

Under Arm: I have faith and trust in my future. I easily assimilate all 
change into my life.

Crown: I have love, faith, trust, gratitude and courage.

Hold palm at crown, other palm over center of chest (heart chakra), 
deep breath.

Keep palm on crown, place fingers at 3rd Eye points (bridge of nose 
and a finger with above), take a deep breath.

SMILE :-)
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